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your risk levels.
Begin with an audit — an honest
(typically external) assessment of all
vulnerabilities.
“There is no way to know whether
you meet the standard of due care
without some form of external assessment,” says Christian Byrnes, vice president for security and risk strategies at
Meta Group. “Just make sure that the
program is being assessed against some
defined reference. Generic reviews
without a methodological basis are useless and misleading.”
You can get security audit help
from any number of vendors, including
Continued on page 22
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T H E S E C U R I T Y S T R AT E G Y I M P E R AT I V E

FIVE NOT-SO-EASY STEPS TO MITIGATING RISK
■ DETERMINE WHAT OPERATIONS AND FUNC-

system and process vulnerabilities.

TIONS ARE ESSENTIAL FOR THE BUSINESS TO

■ USE RISK EVALUATIONS TO CREATE STRONG

SURVIVE. Priorities become clear as you

POLICIES AND PROCESSES — AND ENFORCE

figure out the impact of losing each

THEM. Once established, review security

operation and function.

policies often and expect to change

■ IDENTIFY SYSTEMS AND PERSONNEL THAT

them in response to evolving threats

ARE ESSENTIAL TO THE CONTINUANCE OF

and technology solutions.

THOSE KEY BUSINESS OPERATIONS AND

■ DEVELOP POLICY-BASED DEFENSE IN DEPTH.

FUNCTIONS. Then pinpoint all directly

You’ll need layers of protection that

and indirectly related components and

reduce visibility of and access to critical

subsystems.

assets — including perimeter defenses

■ ASCERTAIN AND EVALUATE THREAT SCENAR-

(firewalls, IDSs, antivirus programs,

IOS FOR THOSE OPERATIONS AND THEIR SYS-

etc.), encryption and a secure network

TEMS. This includes developing an under-

operations center. Threat levels are

standing of what or whom business assets

lower when attackers can’t technologi-

are being secured against and identifying

cally or physically touch their target.

CASE STUDY

KANSAS BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION TAKES RISK OUT OF SECURITY

L

ike many organizations, the Kansas Bureau of Investigation

“The IPSO operating system on the Nokia IP Security Platform takes the

(KBI), which maintains a Criminal Justice Information

risk out of installing, configuring and operating security appliances,”

System accessed by law enforcement agencies, courts and

reports Schaefer. “There are just too many variables with a general-pur-

other organizations throughout the state of Kansas, wanted

pose operating system where errors in the intricate configuration can leave

to migrate from its private network to the Internet to make

the network vulnerable. But with the Nokia appliances, I can have a site up

access to its information more affordable. And although

in about an hour and sleep well knowing the configuration is solid.”

KBI had to comply with strict security and
auditing requirements mandated by state and

$13,000 VS. $25.00

federal legislation, KBI’s IT consultant, Norma

KBI also appreciates the scalable perform-

Jean Schaefer, believed that a carefully-craft-

ance available across the family of Nokia IP

ed configuration of state-of-the-art commer-

Series appliances. The choice of different

cial products could provide the high levels of

models, some available in fully redundant con-

security required.

figurations, gives KBI a cost-effective solution
for just about every conceivable need — from the data center to the

UP AND RUNNING IN TWO WEEKS

smallest field office.

According to Schaefer, Nokia’s strategy for network security fit the

“We have a lot of small counties that could not afford $13,000 a year for

bureau’s needs like a glove: a purpose-built platform implemented in a

a leased-line,” observes Ron Rohrer, IT director at KBI. “Now, even the

choice of specially hardened security appliances that are all pre-configured

smallest departments can connect for about $25 a month.”

with the industry’s best security applications.

The project has since grown to connect some 6,000 users at 250 sepa-

Using applications from three of Nokia’s partners — Check Point

rate agencies, and has been an unqualified success with an estimated cost

Software Technologies, FishNet Security and Internet Security Systems

avoidance of $2.5 million and a 300 percent return on investment during the

(ISS) — KBI was able to get the basic security provisions up and running in

first year.

just two weeks; a remarkable feat Schaefer attributes to Nokia’s approach
to security which stresses purpose-built appliances pre-configured with

For more information, contact Nokia at 1-877-997-9199 or visit

best-of-breed applications.

http://www.nokia.com/securenetworksolutions.
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